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ABSTRACT This review summarises ongoing developments in personalised medicine and individualised
medicine in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Currently applied classification systems
largely ignore the complexity and heterogeneity of the COPD syndrome. Personalised medicine has to
consider the influence of unique circumstances of the person, which contribute to this heterogeneity and
complexity. Pulmonary rehabilitation is described as a comprehensive, individualised intervention based
on thorough assessment of identifiable treatable traits. Partnership in care will become a crucial factor to
improve and maintain health. Tolerating uncertainty and unpredictability will enrich future doctor–patient
relationships.

Introduction
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is among the five leading causes of death in the developed
world and is a rapidly rising cause of death in most other countries [1]. COPD is defined as a common,
preventable and treatable disease characterised by persistent respiratory symptoms and chronic airflow
limitation due to airway and/or alveolar abnormalities, usually caused by significant exposure to noxious
particles or gases [2]. Cigarette smoking is clearly the predominant cause of COPD development, yet other
environmental factors such as exposure to biomass fuels and air pollution may contribute [3]. Besides
these exposures, it is assumed that host factors predispose individuals to develop COPD [2].
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Despite the commendable effort of a focus on respiratory symptoms and the addition of alveolar
abnormalities in its most recent revision, the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease
definition of COPD largely approaches it as a single disease entity, operationally defined by abnormal
spirometry and more specifically by the postbronchodilator forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1)/forced
vital capacity ratio. Based on the observational studies of FLETCHER and PETO [4], the natural history of
COPD has been viewed as synonymous with progressive decline in FEV1 from early adulthood and
throughout life.
This airflow limitation centred approach of COPD as a mainly respiratory disease largely ignores our
increasing understanding of COPD as a complex and heterogeneous condition with a variety of intra- and
extrapulmonary components [5–7]. The term “heterogeneous” indicates that not all of these components
are present in all patients at any given time, while “complex” reflects the dynamic, nonlinear interactions
over time between these components [8].
Pulmonary rehabilitation aims to stabilise or reverse the physiopathological and psychopathological
manifestations of the disease and attempts to bring the patient to the highest possible functional capacity
[9]. This review positions pulmonary rehabilitation as an integrated personalised management strategy in
partnership with the patient.

Current COPD approach: black-and-white reductionism
Current COPD guidelines reflect a reductionist thinking and the current classification system, based on
airflow limitation, dyspnoea sensation and risk of exacerbations, tries to break down ambiguity to achieve
more certainty and agreement [2]. This approach is valorised by linking such classification to so-called
state-of-the-art, evidence-based prescription advice for a variety of medications [2]. Indeed, our learnt
behaviour as healthcare professionals is to move towards a comfort zone of high agreement and high
certainty [10]. Newton’s clockwork universe, in which big problems can be broken down into smaller
ones, analysed and solved by rational deduction, has strongly influenced our current practice of medicine [10].
Our approach to COPD as a single disease, operationally defined by results of spirometry, is an
excellent example of this machine metaphor: doctors have to tackle this obstruction using the knowledge
and skills they have acquired. In addition, the classification of COPD into ABCD groups is a model of
transformation of patient’s greyscale narrative into a black-and-white diagnosis than can be categorised
and labelled, as severity and risk assessment is based on self-reported symptoms and experiences [2, 11].
Current medicine largely neglects Osler’s statement that medicine is a science of uncertainty and an art of
probability [12].
Patients with COPD experience important limitations in daily life, often compelling them to rely on external
help [13, 14]. Patients have to cope with their chronic condition and they develop extensive experience in
the daily management of the disease [15–17]. Doctors’ disease management goals poorly address the residual
disability as characteristic of chronic conditions and poorly focus on improvement of functionality and
independence, improvement in adaptability and flexibility and creation of better control, autonomy and
self-management for patients with COPD [18, 19]. This approach fits with the concept of health as the
ability to adapt and to self-manage, in the face of physical, social and emotional challenges [20].
Current COPD management is still based on predictable and binary outcomes, supported by randomised
clinical trials, does not tolerate uncertainty and is far from personalised management algorithms
maximising health benefits with respect to symptoms for the individual patient.

The many faces of personalised medicine
The definition and scope of the term personalised medicine vary widely and the terms precision medicine,
personalised and individualised medicine are often used interchangeably. Some of these definitions are
summarised in table 1. The term “personalised medicine” has been used for many years, but has
engendered considerable confusion by the hackneyed use of the term “personalised” in daily life and
practice. “Person” refers to a human being and medicine in his broadest sense can be defined as the
science and practice of diagnosis, treatment and prevention of disease [21, 31]. In a personalised medicine
approach, human beings can be considered as a complex adaptive system, in which a collection of
individual agents act in ways that are not always predictable and whose actions are interconnected so that
the action of one part changes the context of other agents [10]. Human health and illness are the
consequence of all these dynamic interactions. Health can therefore only be maintained though a holistic
approach that accepts unpredictability and builds on subtle, emergent forces within the overall system [32].
In this definition of personalised medicine, holistic tailoring of the decisions and practices to the
individual patient is considered very important.
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TABLE 1 Definitions of personalised medicine
Personalised
medicine

P4 medicine
Precision medicine

Individualised
medicine

Human health and illness are the consequence of all dynamic interactions within
human beings, considered as complex adaptive systems [10]
A medical model that proposes the customisation of healthcare, with decisions and
practices being tailored to the individual patient by use of genetic or other
information [21]
A form of medicine that uses information about a person’s genes, proteins and
environment to prevent, diagnose and treat disease [22]
Tailoring of medical treatment to the specific characteristics of each patient by
classifying individuals into subpopulations that are uniquely or disproportionately
susceptible to a particular disease or responsive to a specific treatment [23]
The right treatment for the right patient at the right time [24, 25]
Medicine that is predictive, preventive, personalised and participatory to optimise
wellness and minimise disease for each individual [26]
Treatments targeted to the needs of individual patients on the basis of genetic,
biomarker, phenotypic or psychosocial characteristics that distinguish a given
patient from other patients with similar clinical presentations [27–29]
Relates not only to medicine, but also focuses on the flow of biological data and
relevant medical information directly to individuals as drivers of healthcare [30]

The convergence of systems biology, the digital revolution and consumer-driven healthcare has introduced
the concept of P4 medicine (medicine that is predictive, preventive, personalised and participatory) to
optimise wellness and minimise disease for each individual [26]. Personalised in this definition refers to
the uniqueness of individuals in terms of genetics, while participatory refers to the shift of individuals
from passive recipients of expert advice, characteristic of the predigital medicine, to activated and
networked consumers: collectively, patients and consumers constitute a vital stakeholder group in P4
medicine [26].
The term “precision medicine” has been proposed instead of personalised medicine [27–29]. Precision
medicine is defined as “treatments targeted to the needs of individual patients on the basis of genetic,
biomarker, phenotypic or psychosocial characteristics that distinguish a given patient from other patients
with similar clinical presentations. The final objective of precision medicine is to tailor medical treatment
to improve clinical outcomes for individual patients while minimising side-effects for those likely to
respond to a given treatment” [27]. “Stratification” in this definition refers to the division of patients with
a certain disease into subgroups, based on a characteristic of some sort, who respond more frequently to a
particular drug, or, alternatively, are at decreased risk of side-effects in response to a certain treatment.
This definition fits with the approach upheld in the European Union that precision medicine must provide
the right treatment, for the right patient, at the right dose and at the right time [24]. The current
convergence of genetics, informatics, imaging, cell sorting, epigenetics, proteomics and metabolomics is
rapidly expanding the scope of precision medicine by refining the classification of diseases with important
prognostic and treatment implications. Precision medicine has already contributed importantly to a high
level of biological precision in intervening identified aberrant pathways in different disease conditions [27].
Crucial will be the requirement that information is derived from the individual [30]. The possibilities to
uniquely tailor treatment to the individual are unimaginable.
The term “individualised medicine” has been suggested because it relates not only to medicine that is
particularised to a human being, the definition of an individual, but also to the future impact of digital
technologies on individuals driving their healthcare [30]. Indeed, there will be an increasing flow of
biological data and relevant medical information directly to the individual in order to maintain and
improve the individual’s health [30]. Crucial for individualised medicine is digitising the human being.
Multiple layers of data can now be obtained for any individual. These layers could include demographics
and social data, biosensors to capture the individual’s physiome, imaging to depict the anatomy and the
biology of the various omics technologies: genome-DNA sequencing, transcriptomics, proteomics,
metabolomics, microbiomics and epigenomics. To denote the multiple biologic omic technologies the term
“panoromic” has been suggested for portraying the concept of big biological data [30]. Fundamental to
individualised medicine is the ability to analyse these immense datasets and to extract all of the useful,
salient information. Crucial in individualised medicine will be the ability to cover the lifespan of the
individual “from pre-womb to tomb” [30]. These opportunities of individualised medicine will constitute
an enormous challenge to the medical community and the current practicing role of medical doctors.
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Algorithms, artificial intelligence and machine learning are some of the crucial steps to reboot the way
healthcare can be rendered [30].
Individuals are not only distinguished by their biological variability; they differ greatly in terms of how
disease affects their lives. People have different personalities, resilience and resources that influence how
they adapt to illness. Diseases do not just affect individuals: they affect their families and friends and their
communities. Understanding these unique life circumstances that influence disease susceptibility,
phenotype and response to treatment is critical to patient care. Personomics, integrating psychological,
social, cultural, behavioural and economic factors is as crucial for a personalised management approach as
other panoromic methodologies [33].

Stratified medicine as a path towards personalised medicine in COPD
In order to describe the complexity and heterogeneity of COPD, the identification and grouping of key
elements of the COPD syndrome into clinically meaningful and useful subgroups or phenotypes that can
guide therapy more effectively can be considered. The classical definition of a phenotype reflects the
observable structural and functional characteristics of an organism determined by its genotype and
modulated by its environment [34]. Concerning COPD phenotypes, it is proposed that a phenotype must
be able to classify patients into specific subgroups that provide prognostic information and enable better
determination of appropriate therapy that alters clinically meaningful outcomes. The ultimate goal of
phenotyping in medicine is to allow the identification of patient groups with unique prognostic or
therapeutic perspectives [34]. With progress in knowledge and developments in physiology, lung imaging,
medical biology and genetics, the identification of phenotypes of COPD is an urgent medical need.
Sampling different populations in the COPD disease spectrum including asymptomatic smokers and
age-matched nonsmoking controls to mirror the population of COPD patients and to characterise
disease-specific traits must be realised and longitudinal studies of patients with COPD must validate the
usefulness of the established phenotypes and must explore sources of variability in phenotypes and the
temporal nature [35, 36].
The appellation “treatable traits” has recently been introduced [8]. It refers to a label-free, precision
medicine approach to the diagnosis and management of chronic airway diseases in general. Management
should be based on individual treatable traits and these treatable traits are summarised into three groups:
pulmonary treatable traits, extrapulmonary treatable traits and treatable behavioural and lifestyle risk
factors. The patient’s environment has been included as a distinct treatable trait, underlining the increasing
awareness and importance of personomics in an integrated management strategy [8]. Still, this approach
focuses on the assessment of several, separate traits, while integrated, holistic approaches are needed to
tackle the complexity of every unique patient. Furthermore, it must be realised that addressing a treatable
trait must be based on profound understanding of underlying, individual factors. For example, a variety of
social and personal barriers and enablers can limit or encourage participation in physical activity in
patients with COPD (figure 1) [37]. In order to address physical activity as treatable trait, it will be
important to understand these patient-specific cognitive influences on participation in physical activity, to
facilitate individually tailored treatment planning [37].

Pulmonary rehabilitation: personalised management of COPD
Personalised and patient-centred approaches for patients with COPD are not new in pulmonary medicine.
Indeed, the first authoritative statement of pulmonary rehabilitation introduced pulmonary rehabilitation
as an art of medical practice, wherein an individually tailored, multidisciplinary programme is formulated
through accurate diagnosis, therapy, emotional support and education to stabilise or reverse both
physiopathological and psychopathological manifestations of pulmonary diseases. Such a programme must
attempt to return the patient to the highest possible functional capacity allowed by the handicap and
overall life situation [9]. In 1994, the National Institutes of Health defined pulmonary rehabilitation as a
multidimensional continuum of services for the patient and the family supplied by an integrated team of
specialists [38]. More recently, pulmonary rehabilitation has been defined as a comprehensive intervention
based on a “thorough” patient assessment followed by patient-tailored therapies designed to improve the
physical and psychological condition of patients with chronic respiratory disease and to promote the
long-term adherence to health-enhancing behaviours [39]. Offering a patient-tailored, individualised,
comprehensive intervention targeting complex needs to improve physiological, psychological and social
outcomes and to promote long-term adherence to health-enhancing behaviours must be the cornerstone
of every rehabilitation programme [38–40]. Unfortunately, this integrated, comprehensive and personalised
management approach is eroded in many programmes to exercise training with or without basic
self-management instructions. To offer a holistic approach, pulmonary rehabilitation programmes must be
organised around the customer and the identified needs and traits. By applying sociotechnical principles,
modular patient-tailored interventions can be implemented and organised as integrated practice units
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FIGURE 1 Examples of personal barriers and enablers that both encourage and limit participation in physical activity for patients with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). PA: physical activity. Reproduced from [37] with permission.

(figure 2) [41]. Crucial to the identification of realised values for the patient is the identification of
responses based on a multidimensional index. It has been reported that outcomes by such personalised
programme are nonlinear and really can downsize the burden of disease for the individual patient [42].

Personalised management: partnership in care
Personalised management emphasises and relies on the central role of the patient: patients have to become
specialists of their own lives. In recent decades, the prevalence of chronic conditions has called for new
approaches of handling patient care. Shared decision-making and the development of self-management
tools are examples of such patient-centric healthcare processes. Shared decision-making has been defined
as “an approach where clinicians and patients share the best available evidence when faced with the task of
making decisions, and where patients are supported to consider options, to achieve informed preferences”
[43]. According the World Health Organization, partnership in care is defined as “a collaborative
relationship between two or more parties based on trust, equality and mutual understanding for
achievement of a specified goal” [44]. Such partnership encompasses absolute interdependence, mutual
accountability, collaborative relationship, equal participation in decision-making and shared power [44].
An informed and activated patient and a prepared practice team are crucial building blocks to realise this
partnership. The healthcare professional has to take into account that individual health behaviours are
created in a complex web of social, genetic, relational, individual and biological influences [45] and that
people have different personalities, resilience and resources that influence their adaptation to illness [33].
As developments in healthcare and society are pushing towards a greater autonomy for the individual,
health and care are increasingly put into the hands of the patient, thereby emphasising a greater individual
autonomy. Expert patients are those who take responsibility for the day-to-day decisions about their
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FIGURE 2 The process of a tailored programme including the three core processes (baseline assessment, tailored treatment and outcome
assessment). Reproduced from [41] with permission.

health, and who work with healthcare providers as collaborators and partners to produce the best possible
health given the resources at hand. Expert patients, especially those with chronic disorders such as COPD
have been said to be producers of health, as well as consumers of healthcare [46]. Under all these
circumstances, quality of care and respect for the patient’s preferences and values need to be guaranteed.
It is within this context that personalised medicine can be seen as a means to strengthen individual
autonomy while simultaneously putting the patient at the centre of the healthcare process. A greater
individual autonomy requires provision of personal information to patients about their health and disease
evolution. To further actively involve patients in this individualised care process and to increase the sense
of responsibility for their own health, patients need access to their medical records and patients are
encouraged to control and manage their own records and activities as well as possible, and should be able
to evaluate the care process. When pulmonary rehabilitation aims to achieve the maximum level of
independence and functioning in the community, providing skills to the patient to realise this partnership
will become crucial. Ultimately, these specialists of their own lives can be embedded in an expert network.
Indeed, health and disease management will become a consumer-driven business [47]. Creative new forms
of engagement with these active participants in healthcare will become a major source of value tapped by
the healthcare revolution [26].

Conclusions
Personalised or individualised medicine will fundamentally change the ways therapies are being developed
and will explore how genetic, environmental and lifestyle factors interact in our bodies to foster health or
develop disease. Besides biological variability, individuals differ greatly in terms of how disease affects their
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lives. Pulmonary rehabilitation offers an integrated approach for personalised management of patients with
COPD, based on thorough assessment of treatable traits. Partnership in care will become crucial to
maintain long-term adherence of patients to health-enhancing behaviours.
Conflict of interest: E.F.M. Wouters is a board member for Nycomed and Boehringer Ingelheim. He has received grants
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